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Marketplace
Biblical Success
PRINCIPLES OF TENACITY, FAITH,
DILIGENCE, OBEDIENCE

BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES PLANT THE SEEDS FOR MARKETPLACE SUCCESS
What does the world says?
“Let me tell you the secret that has led me to my goal. My strength
lies solely in my tenacity.”
― Louis Pasteur
.

Helping you achieve Marketplace
success
The T-shirt he received after surviving 3
weeks in the wilderness of Borneo through wild jungle, mud, huge ants and
scorpions said
“ Though it is tough, we made it!”

What does the Bible say?
Plenty!!!
1. On tenacity
Prov 24:16
For a righteous man may fall seven
times, And rise again,
But the wicked shall fall by calamity.
There will be many challenges in life.
Are we to avoid them or to overcome
them?
Discuss challenges you faced ( and
overcame?) - in work, marriage, as
parents – children

2. Step out by faith
Gen 12:1
Have you left your comfort zone
deliberately by choice? Discuss.
What was the outcome of Abram’s
faith in terms of market place’s success?
Gen 12:16
Is it possible to prosper in times of
famine or economic downturn?
Share your version or the speaker’s
version in Gen 12:10
3. Diligent hands
Ps 144:1 : Blessed be the LORD my
Rock, Who trains my hands for war,
Prov 12: 24 The hand of the diligent
will rule
What new skills have you acquired in
the last 3 years? What old skills have
you honed these last 3 years? Do you
target for developmental competency or
do you just drift?

4. Wisdom and knowledge
Gen 13: 8-9 : Issue of quarrelling
What advice did the speaker give to the
husbands in the event of a quarrel and
why?
Other principles:
Go the extra mile. Gen 14: 13-15
Rebranding – good reputation
Obedience

Seeds grow to marketplace
success
Pastor Irene summarized using Joshua 1: 8
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